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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
Geographical Information Systems Applications for the
Earth Science and Applications Division
Space Sciences Laboratory
Marshall Space Flight Center
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Much of the research within the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center's (MSFC) Earth Science
and Applications Division (ESAD) is interdisciplinary in nature. Scientists with backgrounds in
meteorology, hydrology, geology, and numerical modeling all work together with the common
goal of understanding the Earth's atmosphere. The geographic data sets these scientists handle are
best managed and analyzed within the domain of computer software known as Geographical
Information Systems.
A Geographical Information System (GIS) contains software that operates on data which is
linked to the globe. It is used to obtain and analyze geographically-related information. Uses of
GIS technology are extremely varied. For example, one could be interested in the effect of the
spatial variability of vegetation on mesoscale hydrologic budgets; the relationship between micro-
wave signature, emissivity, and soil moisture; the effect of winter storm fronts on the transport of
sediment along the Gulf Coast; or simply require a tool to geo-register aircraft remote sensing
data to the ground. All of these activities involve processing data inherently linked to the globe;
and GIS software is the class of tool used to perform them.
From the examples of GIS applications presented above, clearly most of the research conducted
within ESAD is within the domain of GIS. In fact, several scientists have independently sought
hardware and software solutions to meet their GIS needs. Others are currently seeking to fill addi-
tional needs and are evaluating several different GIS systems. Consequently, there has been little
coordination of effort or solutions.
A survey of current Division-wide research and GIS applications was conducted to identify the
status of GIS use. The findings of this survey are contained herein. Every scientist surveyed uses
large quantities of raster-based data which are tied to the globe in some manner. They analyze
these data in a wide variety of ways, but the methods, for the most part, are well within the realm
of existing GIS systems. Division researchers are already using several GIS systems. In fact the
primary data analysis tool used by the Division, the Man-computer Interactive Data Access Sys-
tem (MclDAS), is a GIS. It is, however, a tool that is nearly a decade out of date in many critical
aspects.
On the basis of this survey, it is certain that much of the current and future research would benefit
from more effective use of current GIS technology. A broader evaluation of GIS requirements and
development of an implementation plan for the Division as a whole would streamline support ser-
vicesandensurethatresourcesareallocatedefficientlyto meetcurrentandfutureresearchrequire-
ments.
Thisdocumentbeginswith anoverviewof GISterminologywhich includestwo examplesof Divi-
sionGISuse.This is followed by adiscussionof theGISrelatedneedsof theDivision basedonour
discussionswith thescientists.Sectionson limitationsandrequirementsareincludedandshouldbe
usedasthefoundationfor a furtherrequirementsanalysisandimplementationplan.Finally,to help
anyonenot familiar with GIStechnologywehaveincludedseveralappendices.Theseare:abrief
glossary,areferencelist, andlist of a few vendorswith somepricedata.
2.0 GIS OVERVIEW
2.1. GIS Definition
A geographical information system is an integrated set of utilities for the collection, storage, and
analysis of geographically referenced data (figure 1). "The key features which differentiate GIS
from other information systems are the general focus on spatial entities and relationships, together
with specific attention to spatial analytical and modelling operations. In a technical sense it is the
ability to organize and integrate apparently disparate data sets together by geography which
makes GIS so powerful." (Maguire et al. 1991). Thus, GIS incorporates features of other informa-
tion systems, such as remote sensing, data base management, and computer cartography with the
addition of a geographic component. Every GIS contains the following elements (derived from
Star and Estes, 1990):
A. Data Acquisition - gathering and storing data derived from sources such as maps,remote
sensors, aerial photography, Global Positioning Systems (GPS), data loggers, etc. Data of many
disparate types from different sources are commonly needed by users of GIS systems.
B. Preprocessing - reformats data for use with the GIS, involves data structure (raster or vec-
tor) and data media (tape, digitized data, diskette, logger memory) conversions.
C. Data management - creation and query of the database itself, i.e., data entry, update, delete,
and retrieve.
D. Manipulation and analysis - analytic operations that manipulate image and database con-
tents to derive new information.
E. Product generation - output statistical reports, maps, graphics and animations.
2.2. Data Types
There are three dominant types of data used within GIS packages: raster, vector, and tabular.
Nearly all packages are designed to primarily handle only one of the three data types while the
others receive subordinate attention.
2.2.1. Raster Data
Raster data are arrays of x,y locations, which are referred to as pixels (picture element), where
every point in the array has a value. This data type is well suited to the storage of imagery and
continuous surfaces, such as topography or precipitation fields. Most raster-based GISs are ori-
ented toward processing remotely-sensed data commonly from sateli;tes. Therefore, their data
structures and data handling tend to be efficient at handling arrays large in two dimensions, x and
y. A third dimension, used for the multiple spectral bands, is usually limited in range. There is
rarely any explicit provision for more than three array dimensions. Because of the nature of
remotely sensed data, the data are usually limited to 8-bits per pixel. Only the more advanced
packages allow data storage and manipulation of more than 8-bit integer data.
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2.2.2. Vector Data
Vector data are stored as strings of x,y pairs representing the geographical position of points and lines.
Almost always these strings have associated "attributes" to describe what the point, line, or shape rep-
resents. A collection of vectors making a contiguous, closed feature is frequently referred to as a
polygon. The vector is an efficient data storage format when the data are either linear features
(streams), boundaries (contact between air masses), or regions (soil types or vegetation classes).
There are a wide range of vector storage formats (see Appendix B), some of which are extremely
complex.
2.2.3. Tabular Data
Tabular data are attribute information that are stored in a table format of a database. These are intrin-
sically linked to geographic elements. Examples include radiosonde telemetry, population statistics,
economic information, rainfall records. GIS software oriented toward such data is used by libraries,
businesses, and national and international agencies.
Preprocessing
Data Reformatting
Data Acquisition
I
Data
Management
I
Product
Generation
Data
Analysis
Last el
y. Dv
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figure 1. All operations use a common format and communi-
cate to each other through the common format.
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2.3. Example Division GIS Cases
2.3.1. The Convection and Precipitation/Electrification Hydrometeorology Project
The Convection and Precipitation/Electrification (CAPE) Hydrometeorology Project (CHymP) is
one example of the Division's need for GIS technology. It illustrates the way GIS technology can
be used to process data from numerous disparate sources in preparation for modeling. The Inter-
graph Corporation's InterPro 6487 Image Station and its MGE and ISI families of software are
being evaluated through this project.
The objective of this project is to model in three dimensions the land and atmosphere water and
energy budgets on a daily time scale. In order to accomplish this objective, estimates of the vari-
ous components of the land and atmospheric water and energy budgets are required for model
input and validation. These data were obtained using in situ surface and atmospheric measure-
ments, satellite and aircraft remote sensing imagery, and geographic data. In so doing, the project
brings together many data sets of various types, formats, sources, and spatial and temporal resolu-
tions (see Table 1), all of which must be synthesized using a GIS with a wide range of conversion
utilities and processing functions. Current GIS technology requires modeling to be performed off-
line. Much of the requisite model input data are preprocessed with the GIS and output in gridded
format thereby making the data compatible for modeling. Model output will also be in gridded
format and re-ingested into the GIS for display and analysis.
Requirements:
The CHymP requirements call for an information system with a broad range of functionality. The
ability to import data from a wide variety of disparate sources and from a wide variety of formats
is perhaps the most overlooked aspect of information systems, and yet is one of the most impor-
tant to interdisciplinary science today. It is necessary to be able to import data from a variety of
software packages such as McIDAS, ARC/INFO, ELAS, etc. Likewise, it is necessary to be able
to ingest data from a variety of "standardized" formats, such as ASCII and DLG/3-Optional.
These import utilities must be flexible enough to accept variations in the standard formats without
impeding progress. The system must be able to easily import data from the SPOT, Landsat TM,
and AV.HRR satellites, as well as non-georegistered data from aircraft-based video and multispec-
tral instruments.
Once data are ingested by the system, it must be possible to modify map projections and coordi-
nate systems. Simple display functions are required, such as displaying both raster and vector data
together and placing text on imagery to label features or sites. It should be easy to compute infor-
mation about vector elements such as stream lengths and polygon areas. Vector elements should
be linked to attribute tables in a common database format or software product, such as Informix or
Oracle.
Once image data are imported into the system, it must be easy to co-register one image to another
or rectify the image to a map. Investigators desire a utility to navigate less common satellite data
for which a platform-specific import utility doesn't exist. Investigators must be able to easily per-
form image classifications and query the contents of individual pixels. They must also be able to
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co-processimageswith differentresolutionswithoutresamplingoneof theimages.Theymustbe
ableto collectstatisticsaboutthe imagecontentsbasedonarectangularsubareaor irregularpolygon.
Thesestatisticalresultsmustbeableto beoutputin ASCII format.
Additionally,it wouldbehighly beneficialto beableto collect histogramsin abatchmodeonmulti-
pleimages.Investigatorswould like to beableto outputrasterimagedataselectedbyafenceor poly-
gonin anASCII arrayformatto studythepixelcontentsof thespecifiedregion.
Integratingvectorandrasterdatamustbeperformedwithout convertingthevectordatato raster.For
atypicalexample,seefigure2. It mustbepossibleto extractinformationfrom an imageor raster
datasetbasedonvectorelements.An exampleof this is to determinetherainfall amountin aspecified
watershedwheretherainfall is agriddeddatasetandthewatershedis identifiedby an irregular vector
polygon. Scientists must also be able to view the raster data as a 3-D surface and project vector ele-
ments on the surface.
Thus far, GIS has served as a preprocessor for data prior to environmental modeling. Ultimately,
investigators need to be able to link environmental models directly with GIS software so that the GIS
can facilitate visualization of the models variables in real time. Similarly, the package must be linked
to graphing capabilities so that observed versus modeled results can be visualized in real time as well.
Outputting and exporting data is as critical to a workflow as any other process. A GIS is useless with-
out the ability to output results for presentation. It must be able to produce finished maps including
legends, coordinate system grids, north arrows, and scale bars. Investigators require the ability to
dumpthe screen to a printer to document and annotate work in progress. Similarly, it should be easy
to capture work displayed on the CRT and output the whole screen or a portion of it in any of a num-
ber of formats, such as RGB, Tiff, and PCX.
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figure 2. An isometric view of the Cape Hydrometeorology Projects
research domain in central Florida showing a raster dataset of color-
coded topography with vector data projected onto the surface delineating
the coastline and major watersheds.
?
TABLE 1. CaPE Hydrometeorology Project (CHymP) Data Sets*
VariablQ Source Data Type Medium
raingages (212) various
WSI composite (5 WSR-57 radars) WSI Inc.
CP-2, CP-4 radars
Other Meteorolo0ical
surface flux sites (7)
PAM II (47)
Florida Dept. of Ag. stations (5)
KSC wind towers (51)
NWS (11)
radiosonde sites (11)
Streemflow
SPOT (3 images)
GOES VIS, IR
MAMS
GeoaraDhic Information
digital elevation
soils
basin delineations
hydrography
land cover/vegetation type
NCAR
various
NCAR
Florida DOA
KSC
NCDC
NCAR
USGS
SPOT Image Corp.
NCAR
MSFC
NGDC
SCS
USGS
USGS
FL DOT, NGDC
Point various
Raster MO
Raster 8 mm tape
Point
Point 8 mm tape
Point ftp
Point 8 mm tape
Point Diskettes
Point 8 mm tape
Point Diskette
Raster 9-track tape
Raster MO
Raster
Raster 9-track tape
Vector 9-track tape
Vector 9-track tape
Vector 9-track tape
Raster ftp
* Provided by Bill Crosson
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2.3.2. Multispectral Image Analysis and Product Interpretation for FIFE
A second example of GIS use in the Division is the First International Satellite Land Surface Cli-
matology Project (ISLSCP) Field Experiment (FIFE). Multispectral image data from the airborne
Multispectral Atmospheric Mapping Sensor (MAMS) was collected at multiple times and on mul-
tiple days conducted during FIFE 1987 (see figure 2). Image data was collected in 7 visible and 3
infrared channels during a total of eight overpasses of the FIFE study site (a 15 x 15km region
south of Manhattan, Kansas). The data were navigated (earth located), calibrated (converted to
radiometric quantities), and registered (remapped to a defined earth projection covering a specific
region) on the MSFC mainframe MclDAS system using standard and user specific routines. Geo-
physical parameters (e.g., land surface temperature (LST), and Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI)) were derived from the calibrated image data to study the ability to monitor spatial
and temporal variability of these parameters from future geostationary satellites.
Scientific Objectives:
A. Demonstrate the spatial and temporal variability of the derived parameters through visual-
ization of the derived products and their input data.
B. Study the variability and relate it (in a statistical way) to:
(1) observational constraints such as view geometry, solar zenith angle, time difference of
data, day/night view, etc. Note: These data are in vector form.
(2) underlying geophysical characteristics (makeup) of the surface and related surface
parameters (land use, elevation, terrain, soil moisture, etc.) which come from either in situ
or remote measurements. Note: this data is in both vector and raster form.
GIS equirements:
A. The ability to import 16-bit MclDAS data maintaining full data integrity is required.
B. The GIS must be able to display multiple channel/parameter/time information without loss
of resolution.
C. The ability to statistically interact with the data to develop the inter-relationships among
variables is needed.
D. The GIS must have a data base for both vector and raster data or the ability to import one
(land use, DEM data, and a number of other surface geophysical parameters) which describe
the FIFE study site. This data may include remote sensing measurements from other observa-
tion platforms (SPOT, Landsat, other aircraft scanners, etc.).
E. The ability to produce color hardcopy of the input and derived data (images) and statistics
(tabular data) is necessary.
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TheProblem:
MclDAS is well suitedfor theprocessingandcalculationof derivedparametersfrom imagedatabut
is limited in its display(visualization)of multispectralinformationandin its ability (actuallyinabil-
ity) to analyzerelationshipsbetweenvariables.
SeveralotherGISpackageswereproposed(ELAS andLinkwinds)asasolutionto the limitationsof
thevisualizationandanalysiscapabilitiesof McIDAS. Thetwo softwarepackagesproposedto
addresstheaboverequirementdo not fully satisfythem.Functionally theyprobablyhavetheability
to addressitems2,3,and5. Theyfall shortof requirements1and4 for threereasons.Firstly,they
requirethedevelopmentof softwareto transferdatafrom McIDAS to someotherdataformat(which
is different for eachrecommendedpackage).Secondly,Linkwindsdoesnot handle16-bitdata.And
finally,therequiredGIS databasesin requirement4 arenon-existentfor theregionof interestand
wouldneedto be imported into the individual software packages. This would require specific pro-
gramming and conversion of each new data base (DEM data, land use, etc) which has no common
input format.
Aircraft to UTM
Transformation
f
f
J
f
/
I
/
!
!
/
i
i
/
I
/
I
/ Visible/IR
/ 30 m Resolution
figure 3. MAMS Data for FIFE.
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3.0 SUMMARY OF INTERVIEWS
There are several themes that ran through many of the discussions we had with the Division's
researchers. We have summarized them below:
A. Virtually all of the work done in the Division is explicitly tied to the global coordinate system.
B. Many of the researchers are unaware that the work they are doing is well within the scope of
GIS; MclDAS users are unaware that they are already using GIS software.
C. Many scientists already use or are evaluating one of several GIS packages for some part of
their research - MclDAS, Intergraph, ELAS, AGIS.
D. Most of the raw data is raster. There are some data in vector and tabular form, but most of it
appears to be converted into raster formats for processing.
E. Most scientists are using multiple data sets from disparate sources. With this are inherent prob-
lems in:
1. media compatibility
2. data formats - practicality of conversion (no one format is suitable for all types of data!)
3. non-congruent coverage between data set
4. different resolutions
5. different projections
E Sometimes large quantities of data are involved; therefore, data management (storage and
record keeping) is burdensome.
G. The dimensionality of the data varies considerably. Some are relatively small in x,y with very
large time components. Others have x,y,z with multiple variables at several times. The highest
dimensionally found in our discussions was four independent variables with one dependent vari-
able.
H. Most of the raw data can be reasonably stored in byte format. However, there are several
places where the ability to store and manipulate other formats (i.e., floating point or 32-bit inte-
gers) is critical.
I. Often repetitive tasks are needed; therefore, automation of some routines is needed.
J. Virtually all wish to do models based on the geographically related data.
K. The researchers have a clear desire and need, supported by experience, to modify existing
algorithms as well as create new ones.
L. Several researchers, who have spent time evaluating one or more packages, are already aware
of how much time it takes to learn a GIS.
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3.1. Scientist's Concerns
Many of the researchers' needs and concerns are easily addressed. However there are several con-
cerns that need special attention as they present particular problems.
3.1.1. Data Format Conversion
Any time files are transferred between machines or between software packages, there is usually a
problem with data format conversion. It is typical to spend 1-3 days simply getting a new type of file
or source of data into a user's GIS. This is an obvious waste of time and talent.
3.1.2. Training
Training and documentation is a major concern for the users of GIS technology. The amount of effort
needed to become proficient with the basic concepts and operations in any package is measured in
weeks and months, even in the best of cases. Additional time is required if one wishes to modify or
add programs within a package. The amount of time needed to learn a GIS is sufficient to affect the
planning of the researchers.
3.1.3. Dimensionality of the Data
The dimensionality of the commercial raster-based GIS software is restricted to three dimensions.
Two of the dimensions are used for x,y (longitude, latitude). Mathematically these are the indepen-
dent variables. The third dimension is used for the dependent variables. These may be bands from the
electromagnetic spectrum, topography, or any other single variable which form complete arrays. For
much of the research conducted at the Division, additional independent dimensions are necessary.
These would be used to hold altitude, elevation and time.
3.1.4. Animation
Generation of an animation is a major desire for several of the scientists. This has generally been at
the fringe of GIS technology. It is also highly dependent on hardware. Therefore, a large number of
GIS packages have little or no animation capability. Those that do, offer the user relatively little con-
trol or flexibility.
3.1.5. Data Integration
Many of the researchers need to integrate image data from multiple sources. Almost invariably this
requires the matching of different pixel sizes as mapped on the ground. The current technology
requires the user to resample all data sets to a single resolution, forcing either an expansion of storage
requirements or loss of information.
3.1.6. Modeling
Modeling is the ultimate goal of most of the researchers in the Division. There is no generic ability to
create models in the sense the scientists use. Many of the vendors can correctly claim modeling abil-
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ity, but their concept of a model is different. In fact, the vendor community uses several concepts
when they refer to "modeling." It is very important that we carefully define our terms when we
speak to the vendors on this subject.
3.1.7. Data Storage and Network
The choice of data structure is usually controlled by the source of data. Those working with
remotely-sensed imagery use raster-based systems. Those who must digitize maps or networks
(roads/streets, sewer systems, stream drainages) will use vector systems. It is possible for each of
these data structures, raster, vector, and tabular to be used to express all types of data. However, to
do so is usually inefficient in terms of storage volume, access time and rate of manipulation. In
practice, the type of data storage is critical, with effects at many levels. The exact details of stor-
age, all the way to the grouping of data onto a hard disk's surface, ultimately control what types of
operations are practical within a given time. This is because the quantity of data involved is so
large. For example a single satellite image from a common source, the Landsat Thematic Mapper
(TM), contains almost 300 MBytes of data. It is stored as a three-dimensional array several thou-
sand units long on two axes and seven units long on the third axis. Even with a good disk (600
kiloBytes per second average transfer rate) it takes approximately 500 seconds to read every value
in such a file. Any inefficiency in data access is replicated by the number of accesses. Raster-
based systems are particularly sensitive to this problem. Typical projects in such systems can
often have a GByte or more of basic data files. Vector-based systems usually have 1%-10% of the
data of a typical raster system. This is still a large quantity when compared to what most software
handles on a routine basis. 1 The large quantities of data also limit the utility of file server configu-
rations. Typically ethernet-based systems run at 25-500 kiloBytes per second, average file transfer
rate. The high number is unusual; the lower value is common. At the lower rate it would take a
user over 3 hours to read the 300 MByte TM file mentioned above just once. Unfortunately with
current technology, networks are simply too slow to permit much use of a server for raster-based
operations. Networks are much more practical for vector-based systems, but even there the GIS
work should be isolated from other users by a bridge.
1
Large word processing files, such as this document, are measured in tens of kiloBytes.
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4.0 LIMITATIONS
4.1. Hardware Limitations
4.1.1. On-Line Disk Storage
Geographical information systems are very complex and require a large amount of on-line disk stor-
age, typically greater than 100 MBytes. Although, it is possible to store the software on a server, there
is likely to be a significant performance degradation for the users. This is due to the size of the indi-
vidual executable components of the GIS package and need of users to swap in and out of modules
frequently. The normal solution is to provide at least a 1-GByte disk locally, for software and tempo-
rary data storage. Additional on-line storage is common.
4.1.2. Network Speed
Given the nature of the work being done here, efficient utilization of the technology requires ready
access to very large data storage capacity at each "seat" (a seat being where a user works with the GIS
software, and by implication the associated hardware and software). This must be dismountable,
random access, read/write media. This is needed because the quantity of data used and produced by a
modern GIS package is measured in the hundreds of MBytes. It is not practical or cost effective to
maintain all of this information either locally or on a server. The second deficiency is the bandwidth
of the existing network. If multiple people wish to work over the network, using a 10 Mbit/second
bandwidth is too small.
4.1.3. !/O Bottleneck
It has often been suggested that one could move a raster-based GIS package onto a super computer,
and it has been done. It gains the user little advantage because the CPU is not the limiting factor in
most cases. Due to file size most raster-based GIS tasks are I/O bound and disk transfer rate is the lim-
iting factor. Therefore, hardware configurations optimized for GIS applications have large capacity
(several GBytes), high-speed disks with good continuous access rates and one or more read/write dis-
mountable, random access media. A 1-GByte drive with good random access is also desired to hold
the GIS software itself, as well as the operating system and other applications. The former are used
for data being used immediately; the dismountable media are for most of a project's active data. Tape
is used only for archives.
4.1.4. Display Technology
Display technology is also critical. In a typical color computer display the user is limited to 256 pos-
sible simultaneous colors. These are termed 8-bit displays. Most GIS packages will use 24-bit dis-
plays to very good advantage. Imagery with more than one dependent variable, often termed either
bands or channels, such as the AVHRR or MAMS, is mucheasier to interpret when displayed with the
24-bit display.
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4.2. Software Limitations
4.2.1. Handling of Data Types
Most software packages are efficient at handling only one of the three types of data: raster, vector,
or tabular. At best, functionality will be poor or insignificant with the other data types. This is
almost a universal situation. It is widely recognized that most users experience the problem, and
vendors are trying to solve it. Because of the difficulty in doing so and the wide-spread need,
many different approaches have been used. Most are cumbersome and inefficient. Anyone
reviewing a software's suitability for a task must be extremely specific when questioning how it
works when handling "other data types."
4.2.2. Resolution Problem
In general, to integrate two different data sets requires that both sets be in the same map projection
and at the same resolution. For example, if one has AVHRR data at 1 km and aircraft imagery at 5
m, one must either resample the AVHRR to 5 m or the aircraft to 1 km. Therefore, either the data
storage requirement increases by a factor of 40,000 or most of the information inherent in the air-
craft source is eliminated. A solution to this problem is being investigated by Delta Data Systems,
under a Phase 2 SBIR with NASA.
4.2.3. Functionality vs. Complexity
There tends to be an inverse relationship between the software's power/functionality and the com-
plexity for the user. This relates to the time it takes to create a large package and the evolution of
the computer industry. Major GIS systems, commercial and public domain, are almost all second-
generation software. 2 Some, especially the commercial packages, have a veneer of a graphical
user interface (GUI) on top of a command line-driven package. But, due to limitations of convert-
ing a command line structured architecture into something else, the primary power is usually
obtainable only through the command line. Few GIS packages are really third generation, and we
are aware of none that are fourth generation.
Newer systems, incorporating either native graphical user interfaces or object-oriented and multi-
tasking paradigms, are too new to have the full panoply of tools that the older packages have. The
major packages represent many hundreds of manyears of programming effort. Their strength
comes from the number of explicit functions or operations programmed into them, or the ability to
generate extremely complex processing flows.
2 generations of software: 1st - Minimal memory, support utilities, extremely expensive, CPU
vs. terminal. Resulted in absolute minimum support for the user. Thus, a high degree of skill or
knowledge required by the user. 2nd - Reduction in memory cost allowing larger programs. Part
of this increased memory was used to upgrade the user interface, becoming more English ori-
ented, with on-line help and prompts. Also, the concepts of modularity and interprocess commu-
nication. 3rd - User interfaces are graphically oriented, processing is desktop. 4th - Application
software is object-oriented and hardware/OS are multi-tasking.
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Also notethattheadoptionof aGUI is not thetotalsolution.Therearetwo seriousproblemswhen
adoptingaGUI interfaceversusthecommandline approach.TheGUI iseasierto learn,but it is more
difficult to usefor repetitivetasks.Repetitivetasksarisefrequentlyin research.Forexample,take
datafrom morethanonetimestep,performthesameoperationson theimagery,andcomparethedif-
ferences.Theotherproblemwith aGUI is,for theexperienceduser,thatit is slower.It is much
quickerto typeasinglecommandline thanit is to descendthroughastringof icons,windows,or
menus.Becauseof theseproblems,thebestnewsoftwaresystemswill havebothaGUI andacom-
mandline interfacedesignedinto themfrom thestart.
4.2.4. Learning Curve
Corollary to the power/complexity relationship is the time that must be invested to learn a major
package. Two of the Division's scientists have spent approximately 6 months each learning only a
small portion of one major package. This is fairly typical. If one is to profit from a GIS, a significant
effort must be given to learning how to use the software. The amount of time and effort varies enor-
mously from package to package and is dependent on the level of expertise needed. It is also strongly
affected by the availability or absence of some kind of consultative expert. If an expert is available, it
would greatly reduce the level of proficiency needed by the individual user.
Having learned a particular package, for most users it is extremely difficult to switch to another pack-
age. For comparison, think of the difficulty of learning a new word processor. All word processors do
essentially the same things, yet none are operationally interchangeable. The more powerful GIS pack-
ages are many times more complex than any word processor, and switching between GIS packages
can be correspondingly difficult. There are two reasons for this. First, each developer has their own
interface design. Second, the fundamental concepts behind each package are often quite different.
4.2.5. Flexibility vs. Ease of Use
Another problem with existing GIS technology is specifically related to its use in a research environ-
ment. For most software, the user is unable to do anything other than what is expressly intended and
permitted by the developers. There is a set processing flow and all data will go through the predeter-
mined paths. In commercial systems, the user is also carefully shielded from intricacies and algorithm
details. While this is reasonable in a word processor or spread sheet, it becomes a problem when a
researcher uses a powerful GIS.
Large GIS packages are incredibly powerful. This power comes from two sources: 1.the number of
functions directly and explicitly available, and 2. the freedom to use the functions in virtually any
order. Indeed, a large GIS can be considered a programming "language" consisting of high level oper-
ators which the user can string together in any desired order. As with any computer language, the
number of ways to accomplish a task is essentially limitless. It is this flexibility that makes a GIS par-
ticularly useful in a research environment.
However, when writing any software it is easy and normal to check and prevent certain situations,
either by blocking a processing path or by preventing access to process-related variables. This is often
done to protect the user from accidental errors. The problem comes from deciding what is an appro-
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priatesituation.Comparedto mostGISusers,researchersfrequentlyhavea muchbetterunder-
standingof theconceptsinvolvedandcan,therefore,pushtheenvelopesafely.Second,
researchersmustalwayspushto andbeyondthelimits of standardprocesses.Theywill, therefore,
frequentlyneedto exceedbuilt-in limitationsto protectordinaryusers.Theresearcher'sneeds
andabilitieswill clashwith theprogrammer'sneedto protecttheuserfrom mistakes.Thereisno
clearway to resolvethisconflict.
Tiedupwith thisproblemof flexibility is thetopicof "easeof use."To simplify whattheuser
mustknow tofunction,softwaredevelopersfrequentlyusealargenumberof processingchecksto
catchaccidentalerrors.Thesecheckshavethesideeffectof decreasingflexibility. Weobserve
thatto someextenttheeasiertheGISsoftwareis to use,themorelimited is its flexibility.
Therefore,whenselectingaGIStherelatedproblemsof flexibility andeaseof usemustbecon-
sidered.Theusermustanticipateinadvancehowoftenthestandardprocessingflowsin apackage
will or will notbeacceptable.As this is notpracticalin mostcases,oneof two approachescanbe
used.First, learnthetypeof work for whichapackageis beingusedandassumethatthesoftware
canaccommodatethattypeof work. Second,findsomeonewhosework is similar to yourown
andaskhow hissoftwaresucceedsandfails to satisfyhim. Eitherapproachwill help;neitheris
completelysuccessful.
Theneedsof theDivision's researchersfor flexiblecontrolof processingwill taskanypackage.
Althoughintangibleanddifficult to quantify,weshouldcarefullyconsiderflexibility vs.easeof
usewhenlookingat GISsoftware.
4.2.6. Data Format
There are several efforts now underway to address the data format problem. The USGS has
helped create a data transfer standard, the Spatial Data Transfer Standard (SDTS). This is now a
Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS), and is contained in FIPS 173. It covers both ras-
ter and vector data types. Ultimately, this will help standardize the translation of data between dis-
parate software packages. We need to insist that any GIS software we purchase support and use
this standard.
NASA's EOS program has adopted the Hierarchical Data Format (HDF). This format is supposed
to produce a file structure that is identical at the binary level on all machines. This means that a
user on any machine can access the data without concern for machine-specific details regarding
bit significance, or byte and nibble ordering and floating point storage specifications. Unfortu-
nately, the format as it stands does not have sl_ecific structures with definitions for information
essential to GIS work. For example, the size of a pixel and the projection of the data are not
defined entities.
There are several efforts to create generic reformatting routines. These are being produced by
hardware vendors, software vendors, and the U.S. Government. The generic tools require one to
know the exact details of both the incoming format and the outgoing format. An understanding of
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dataformat,blocking,sectors,headers,floatingpointstructures,andotherdetailsaffectingdatastor-
ageis usuallyrequired.Thesegenericroutinesarenot flexibleenoughwhentranslatingthemore
complexformats.
Anothergenericapproachis alsobeingused.Heretheprogramcontainsthedetailsfor a largenumber
of formats.Theusercanthencomefrom anyof thesupportedformatsandgoout to anothersup-
portedformat.Theproblemis theenormousnumberof formatsthatexist.
Thecourseof lastresortis to writeareformatterspecificto the individual'sneeds.This usually
requiressomeonewhois atleastmoderatelyskilled in theGIS beingused,asit will usuallyrequire
useof thesubroutinesalreadyin thepackage.
4.2.7. Data Management
It is common for a researcher using a GIS to create dozens of files in a single session. A project that
lasts any significant length of time will quickly be burdened with tracking all of the files. There is no
system of which the authors are aware which does this tracking automatically.
4.3. Facilities Limitations
The Division's GIS will require expansion and/or additional facilities. Shared work stations with a
common input/output area to support the digitizers, scanners and plotters are desirable to optimize
utilization of the total GIS system.
Scientists will require the assistance of technicians to administer the GIS hardware, software, and
data to ensure timely scientific processing.
Physical layout and equipment placement must incorporate GIS ergonomics and requirements during
the planning stage.
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5.0 REQUIREMENTS
Given the research being performed at the Division, having discussed GIS issues with the scien-
tists, and having reviewed recommendations for GIS functions and utilities needed for global
applications suggested by Clark et al. (1991), we have derived general requirements, summarized
as follows:
5.1. Data Acquisition and Preprocessing
A. The GIS needs to be raster-based with the ability to integrate vector data. Vector-to-raster and
raster-to-vector conversions are also required.
B. Conversions are needed for all major data formats, both input and output, such as MclDAS
format, Digital Line Graph Structure (DLG), Hierarchical Data Format (HDF), Spatial Data
Transfer Standard (SDTS), and Landsat. And if a new format is required, software and/or vendor
support must be available to assist in developing conversion software.
C. The GIS must be able to handle 8-bit (Byte), 10-bit, and 24-bit integers and real data values in
ASCII or binary forms with conversion and editing capabilities.
D. Multi-dimensional data (x, y, z, time, parameters) need to be handled in an efficient manner.
5.2. Data Management
A. The GIS must be integrated with a state-of-the-art Data Base Management System (DBMS).
B. The ability to edit vector and raster data using DBMS/spreadsheet algorithm is required.
C. Conversions to/from other DBMS, i.e., ORACLE, Informix, Dbase IV, etc., are needed.
5.3. Manipulation and Analysis
A. The ability to perform analyses, contouring, and visualizations in different coordinate projec-
tions, such as Mercator and Azimuthal, is necessary.
B. The GIS must be able to convert random or gridded data to different grids and process different
scales.
C. Integration with mathematical and statistical systems is a must.
D. The user needs to be able to interpolate or re-sample gridded data.
E. GIS standard functions such as overlay, merge, and statistical reports will be required.
F. There must be an ability to create and modify existing algorithms and perform modeling.
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5.4. Product Generation
A. The GIS must be integrated with a fully functional image processing system.
B. The user needs to have access to pattern shading and fill, attribute placements, contour labeling,
legends, annotation and scaling.
C. The user must be able to link images related to a time sequence and step through the loop manually
and automatically.
D. The user will need to generate quality hard copies for publication and videos of animations.
5.5. Training
A. On-line help should be available along with tutorials which introduce basic functions.
B. User and reference documentation will be needed.
C. Courses in programming and/or usage of the systems should be available.
D. Documentation describing algorithms within the GIS are required so that the scientists know the
details of how their data are manipulated.
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6.0 SUMMARY
Underlaying any productive discussion is a set of common understandings. Terms, scope, and sig-
nificance must be recognized by all parties before useful discourse. This document provides such
a basis for GIS-related discussion. It introduces Geographical Information System terminology
and explains the use and limitations of the technology. We extend this with a survey of the GIS-
related work done within the organization, including summaries of interviews conducted with
Division scientists.
We found that most of the research within the organization uses or even depends on computer-
based geographic information systems. Indeed, the most common research-oriented software tool,
MclDAS, is a GIS. The difficulty is that the technology behind this principal tool is 10 to 20 years
old, and its basic utility cannot be extended in a cost-effective manner. Newer technologies are
vastly more powerful and inherently more flexible. And what is especially critical for research,
they are more extensible.
Further, we found that there is a growing need within our community for GIS technology. The
questions being pursued require more capability in the basic software. Examples are the analysis
of multispectral imagery and the integration of the many different data sources used. These are
both at or beyond the practical limits of the common tool. As a result, several of the scientists
have been using other GIS packages. With this search for capability comes disparity and confu-
sion. Recognizing this as a problem, the scientists seek some common path.
It is very clear that the scientists must have better GIS tools if they are to remain scientifically
competitive! Fortunately, there are many appropriate commercial packages available. However,
as with MclDAS, their use is not achieved by simply purchasing the software and throwing the
users in, sink or swim. Geographical Information Systems are large and complex and, therefore,
have a steep learning curve for the users. Having personnel that are knowledgable with the soft-
ware is almost a fundamental requirement. The packages are expensive and can represent a signif-
icant capital outlay. Finally, there are several basic types of GIS packages, not all of which are
suitable for our needs.
The fact that MclDAS is used and supported demonstrates that the resources are available to pro-
cure, use, and support a GIS. We strongly recommend that a requirements analysis and implemen-
tation plan be developed to obtain the appropriate GIS.
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APPENDIX A - Meeting Notes
The following are partial transcripts of notes taken during meetings with members of the Earth
Science and Applications Division (ES41). They are included for completeness and are intended
for reference only. The first entry in each case is from K.B.'s notes. The entry following the
underscore line is from D.R.
Atmospheric Dynamics Group
The meeting was attended by Mike Newchurch of the Atmospheric Dynamics Group team (ES42)
and Doug Rickman and Karen Butler of the VAT Team (ES44).
Chemical constituents in the atmosphere are stored in three-dimensional data sets with on the
order of 100 data values per point. The data are derived from models, satellite, shuttle, and
ground-based systems. The data are mostly in raster format with possibly some vector data. The
major requirement is displaying data in a useful form, mainly at each grid point and in a specific
area on the globe. There is also a need to process the data over for a time series.
Dr. Newchurch has used ERDAS and ARCINFO and feels that these products (or products like
them) would not meet the group's needs.
Another major function of this group is in the area of numerical modeling of both the atmosphere
and of laboratory experiments, including the Geophysical Fluid Flow Cell Experiment of
Spacelab. These modeling needs are similar to the Earth System Dynamics Group's needs. The
data are raster and have a high dimensionality.
Raster data with some point data. Dimensionality of the data will be a problem. He has x,y,z plus
time plus many chemical species. Variable resolution also exists.
Microwave Measurement Group
The meeting was attended by Roy Spencer and Andy Millman of the Microwave Measurement
Group team (ES43) and Doug Rickman and Karen Butler of the VAT Team (ES44).
The main effort of Dr. Spencer's team lies in algorithm development based on microwave
remotely sensed data from satellite and aircraft sources. The scientists work with the data in two
ways: first by analyzing a (sometimes very long) series of images and second by performing a
case-by-case study of various data sources merged together.
The data are in raster format, with varying resolution (15-70 km). The data can have overlapping
regions and areas of missing data. There is a need to easily change the mapping projection used in
viewing the data.
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A main concern of the scientists is that the system be easy to use, at least for performing simple func-
tions. The imaging capabilities of MclDAS have been suitable for their use, except for the number of
images allowed in a loop. The only data processing between different data sources (other than dis-
play) has been accomplished through batch programs.
Roy Spencer: Not aware that what he does use or needs GIS technology. MclDAS is a GIS. He works
with misc. scanners at various resolutions, has a global scope in many cases. Does a lot of batch pro-
cessing, would like to be able to interactively modify a parameter in a complex process which builds/
affects a stream of images, i.e., 15 years of daily satellite images, and then visualize what that change
does to data in video mode. He works with misc. projections. Data sets are minimal in two dimen-
sions, very large in time. Customization of algorithms is very important!! Reasonably satisfied with
MclDAS. He does work with some point data.
Integrated Process Studies Group
Attendees were: Chip Laymon, Bill Crosson, Jeff Luvall, Dale Quattrochi, Ravikumar Raghaven of
the Integrated Process Studies Group (ES42) and Doug Rickman and Karen Butler VAT Team
(ES44).The group has some experience with several GIS systems (AGIS, Intergraph, ARCINFO).
The CaPE (Convection and Precipitation/Electrification) program has many different data sources
which consist of raster, vector, and tabular data. Raster type comes from radar, aircraft and satellite,
and land-cover sources. Vector type is in the form of maps and soil data. The data can be of differing
resolutions and formats. There is a need by the scientist to perform operations on "merged" data
which goes beyond visual overlay of the data. Hydrologic models are being developed which require
the use of several different data types simultaneously. The main concern of the scientist is that the
GIS systems are difficult to learn and use. The group has invested time in learning the Integraph sys-
tem and has reported that the learning curve for such a system is steep. The main problem that the sci-
entists is having is that it is difficult to input the data into a system. There are many different types of
formats that are common among geographical data sets. A major concern when choosing a GIS is that
necessary input and output formats are supported by the system. It was suggested that the CaPE
project be a sample program for determining the requirements for a GIS, because of its complexity
and use of many data sources.
Mainly discussed CAPE and their experiences with it and the Intergraph. They emphasize that they
need support for data ingest/reformatting. Would like to be able to model inside of the GIS, otherwise
must be able to import/export data readily. 2 Max data 100 km x 30 m x 10 ch x l/hour. Many types of
data, frequently wit complete coverage for study area. Uses raster, vector, point data. Data manage-
ment is a practical problem. Multiple tables per polygon is some cases.
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Infrared Measurements and Modeling Group
The meeting was attended by Gary Jedlovec of the Infrared Measurements and Modeling Group
(ES43) and Doug Rickman and Karen Butler of the VAT Team (ES44).
The data is in raster format and will have several different sources and resolutions. MAMS data
will be used as part of the CaPE program.
The scientist's needs are mostly in the area of visualization. MclDAS is currently being used very
heavily and meets most of these needs. The main concern is that staying with MclDAS may iso-
late the group and cause problems with data exchange.
Accessibility to the source code which allows tailoring of the software to the scientist's particular
needs was discussed. Complexity and user-friendliness of the software is also a concern
Gary Jedlovec: Integration of MAMS data with topographic derived values, slope/aspect, with
land use information.
Separate meeting with Doug Rickman
Jeff Rothermel: airborne LIDAR (wind measurement) vs. topography and land use. Problems: the
several planes sampled by the LIDAR are shifted relative to each other due to forward motion of
the aircraft. As per note of March 23, he also wishes to resample cells size as needed.
Engineering Applications Group
The meeting was attended by Dale Johnson of the Engineering Applications Group (ES44) and
Doug Rickman and Karen Butler of the VAT Team (ES44).
There are several databases created and maintained by this group. Data from models and actual
atmospheric measurements are used for shuttle launch support. The scientists are currently using
MIDDS MclDAS software. The data are in.tabular and raster format. There is a need for graphics
in determining vertical wind profiles and for three-dimensional analysis of actual data compared
to model data.
Dale is uncertain about future directions of work. Possible need to ingest large quantities of tabu-
lar data. Models (GRAM) to be made are logically raster.
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Earth Systems Dynamics Group
The meeting was attended by Kevin Doty, Bill McCaul, and Bill Lapenta of the Earth System
Dynamics Group (ES42) and Doug Rickman and Karen Butler of the VAT Team (ES44).
Mesoscale and global numerical models are run and their results compared to other models as well as
satellite, radiosonde, and other actual datasets. The LAMPS (Limited Area Mesoscale Prediction Sys-
tem) and the RAMS (Regional Atmospheric Modeling System) are examples of the models which are
run on the CRAY system. The results of the models are plotted using NCAR (National Center for
Atmospheric Research) graphics.
Most of the data are in raster format with some tabular data (radiosonde data). The data are three
dimensional in space, contain several variable for each point in space, and are also stored by time,
giving a five.dimensional dataset.
The main need for a GIS is in the comparison of actual data to model data, so that the model predic-
tions can be verified. Visualization of these data with several mapping projections is also a major
requirement. The ability to create derived fields within a GIS is also desirable.
They have data with dimensionality 5, at least 4 orders of magnitude needed for precision, array sizes
are small on any one dimension (in the hundreds). Use GIS to compare model results with observed
data (satellite, rawinsonde, etc.) and for visualization.
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APPENDIX B - Abbreviations and Definitions
AGIS - Automated Geographical Information System, product of Delta Data Systems. See vendor
data, Appendix D.
Attribute data - data other than location information. This can be any kind of data of interest, such
as temperature, chemical content, population, distance to something. Attribute data are usually
used with vector, not raster or tabular data sets.
AVHRR - Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer. A sensor onboard a series of satellites.
The name is now a misnomer as the spatial and spectral resolution are rather low.
Byte - A unit of computer memory or storage with 256 possible values. In ASCII a byte is used to
store each alpha-numeric character. In remote sensing a Byte is often used to store the intensity
recorded for each pixel.
CaPE - Convection and Precipitation/Electrification
DBMS - Data Base Management System
DEM - Digital Elevation Model. Also a specific data format for elevation data available from the
Unites States Geological Survey.
DLG - Digital Line Graph Structure (see vector for full description)
DMS - Desktop Mapping System, a product available from Roy Welch. See vendor data, Appen-
dix D.
DOT - Department of Transportation
ELAS - A public domain image processing and raster-based GIS package developed by NASA. It
has probably been the source of more commercial spin-off products than any other public domain
package.
FIFE - First ISLSCP Field Experiment
FIPS - Federal Information Processing Standard
GIS - Geographical information system, an information system that is designed to work with data
referenced by spatial or geographic coordinates. GIS is both a database system with specific capa-
bilities for spatially referenced data as well as a set of operations for working with the data.
GByte - 109 bytes of information. Compare MByte and Byte.
GEOS - Geosynchronous Operational Environmental Satellites
GRASS - Geographical Resources Analysis Support System, a public domain, raster-based GIS.
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GUI - Graphical User Interface. X Windows 11 and MicroSoft Windows are examples.
HDF - Hierarchical Data Format
Hierarchical, quadtree, or pyramidal data structure - Four raster units are averaged to make next
higher level unit. Also called quadtree for groups of four. All data stored in data set allow for faster
searches.
Information system - involves observation and collection of data, storage and analyses of data, and
the use of derived information in some decision making process
ISLSCP - International Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project
KSC - Kennedy Space Center
LIDAR - Light Detection and Ranging. Used for remotely measuring wind direction and velocity.
LST - Land surface temperature
MAMS - Multi-spectral Atmospheric Mapping Sensor, an airborne imaging device.
MByte - 106 Bytes of information, compare GByte and Byte.
MclDAS - Man-computer Interactive Data Access System. A GIS used predominantly for meteoro-
logical work.
MSS - Multi-Spectral Scanner. A sensor on the Landsat satellites. It has four bands in the visible and
near IR with a ground resolution of approximately 80 meters. It was the first publically available dig-
ital data source which provided sufficient detail to be useful to a broad range of users. As such these
scanners have had a major impact on image processing and GIS technology.
NCAR - National Center for Atmospheric Research
NCDC - National Climatic Data Center
NDVI - Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
NGDC - National Geographic Data Center
NWS - National Weather Service
PAM - Portable Automated Mesonet
Pixel - Picture element. An single point in the array making up a raster data set. The term derives
from the use of raster video display devices to make pictures of remotely sensed imagery.
Planimetric - the correct horizontal relationship between objects on the ground
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Raster- cellularorganizationof spatialdata.Conceptuallyequalto amathematicalarray.Each
parameterof interest must be explicitly stated for each cell in a (usually regular) array over space.
The term derives from video display technology.
Rectification - manipulates a raw data set so that the spatial arrangements of objects in the data
correspond to a specific geocoding system.
Registration - the process of merging multiple maps so that their features overlay properly
Remote sensing - the process of deriving information by means of systems that are not in direct
contact with the objects or phenomenon of interest
RFP - Request for Proposal
SBIR - Small Business Innovative Research. A federal government program used by all research
agencies to develop new technologies.
SCS - Soil Conservation Service
SGI - Silicon Graphics Incorporated
Spatial data - data with implicit or explicit information about location such as latitude and longi-
tude
TM - Thematic Mapper, a space-borne, multi-spectral imaging device.
USGS - United States Geological Survey. Part of the Dept. of Interior.
UTM - Universal Transverse Mercator. A map projection.
VAT - Visual Analysis Team. We exist but to serve.
Vector - Data are stored as explicit strings of x,y. From this simple definition there are many
wildly different implementations. Several of the more common or significant examples are:
1. whole polygon structure - each polygon stored separately shared boundaries are stored more
than once.
2. DIME - Dual Independent Map Encoding - developed by U.S. Bureau of Census and used as an
archival and data exchange format. Each line segment stored with attributes. A major data source
3. Arc-Node - hierarchical - nodes are stored, then arcs form node to node and-then polygons
which are combinations of arcs. Data attributes stored with topographic data.
4. Relational structure - arc node structure with attributes stored separately in relational tables.
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5. Digital LineGraphStructure(DLG) - USGS(U.S.GeologicalSurvey)format.Dataaresubdivided
into thematiclayers.1stlayer- boundaryinfo, 2nd- hydrographicfeatures,3rd - transportationnet-
work for area,4th - public landsurveysystems.Featuresarebrokendownby codes.A majordata
source.
6.TIGER - TopologicallyIntegratedGeographicalEncodingandReferencesystem.Usedfor 1990
UScensus.A majordatasource.
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APPENDIX D - Vendor Data
The following is included to provide the reader with a baseline for costs. There is no implication
that any one package is preferable. It is probable that several can largely satisfy most immediate
requirements. Please note that the vendors have many versions and subsets of their products. We
have attempted to show probable or at least reasonable selections. The guidelines we have used
are:
hardware - What is the required hardware? If not SGI or PC, the vendor must specify, and the cost
of same stated. If the software runs on either SGI or PC platforms, we assume that the government
will spend approximately 2K to obtain larger hard disks and for the PCs approximately 5K for an
Imagraph card and a 17-inch monitor for image display.
software - The software must be well designed to handle raster files with minor requirements for
vector data. Specific minimal capabilities must include: tape handling, image display with vector
overlays, geometric corrections, cell size resampling, macro language, classification, analysis
between multiple layers of raster data, selection of raster areas based on vector boundaries, slope/
aspect and statistical analysis (frequency and distribution tools, correlation and covariance, and
principle components at least, auto-correlation, factor analysis at the upper end). We must be able
to add and/or modify the code.
There are numerous other things the software will have to do but this covers most of the rudimen-
tary requirements which will apply to virtually all user's needs.
There are also multiple packages which are in the public domain. These include GRASS, ELAS,
and LAS. Their procurement costs are nearly zero. However, they are not supported as are the
commercial packages.
ARC/INFO Environmental Systems
Research Institute,Inc. (ESRI), 380 New York Street, Redlands, CA 92373
(714)793-2853 contact: Jorg Land (ext. 1118)
For the PC, there is a product called PC ARC/INFO for 4K per machine
For SGI:
basic package 7.10K * 5 = 35.5K
GRID (raster option) 1.25K * 5 = 6.25K
TIN (to meet min. req.) 1.25K * 5 = 6.25K support (1 lic.) 1.47K = 1.47K (lic. 2-5) 0.74K * 4 =
2.96K
ARCSDL (object code) 26.0K = 26.0K
Support ARCSDL 1.10K = 1.10K
Total 79.53K
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Notes: This is the largest, in terms of installed customer base, of the large vector-based packages. It is
included here for comparison. We do not believe that such a package is necessary for the Division,
given current or near-term needs.
Delta Data Systems
contact Ren Clark 601-799-1813
Hardware: SGI or PC with Imagraph
Software: PC based - 5 copies * 6K = $30K. SGI based - 5 copies * 12.5K = 62.5K. These are 50%
quantity discounted and each includes all software components of the complete AGIS package.
Notes: This is a third-generation software package. Unfortunately it does not use one of the standard
GUIs for most of the product line. It also suffers from poor documentation. However, they have some
of the most powerful and innovative code in the industry. A low-cost system is available which runs
under MicroSoft Windows. AGIS is also one of the commercial spin-offs from ELAS.
Desktop Mapping System
contact Roy Welch 706-542-2359
Hardware: PC based using super-VGA
Software: $4950 1st copy 4*0.75*4950 for copies 2-5.
Total = $19.8K
Notes: This is a fairly simple system with good functionality. It does not have significant statistical or
terrain analysis functions. It does not have a macro language. What it can do, it generally has only one
way of doing; therefore, there is relatively little redundancy or flexibility.
EROAS, Inc.
135 South Main Street, Box 31, Greenville, SC 29601
contact Paul Beaty (803)242-6109, (803)370-3908 fax
For the PC there is PC ERDAS which runs between 6K and 9K.
For the SGI (25% off for 2nd-5th, and 50% off for 6th and above)
Basic system - Imagine 8K + 24K = 32K C-programmers tool kit 4K + 12K = 16K
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Totalpricefor 5copies= 48K
Options:Spatialmodeler4K + 12K= 16Ksoftwaresupport3K + 9K = 12Kperyear
Total for package= $76K
Notes:TherasterGISwith probablythe largestshareof themiddlepricerangemarket.This is
anothercommercialpackagethatis aspin-off from ELAS.
ER-Mapper
contact Eric Augustine 619-558-4709
Hardware: Currently SUN based, SGI version expected in June/July. Approximate cost for a suit-
able SUN (24-bit display with 1.2 GByte drive) is 8-9 K.
Software: Complete system is sold as a whole. There are no independent units. The government
cost for 5 licenses would be 5* 19.5"0.75"0.85= $62.2K. This is five copies at list price times
quantity discount times government discount. Support and maintenance is an extra $5.8K
Notes: This is a third-generation software system produced by an Australian company. The soft-
ware is native to X windows; it is not a port or a GUI on top of a command line interface. Source
code is not available but users may add code.
Intergraph Corp.
Huntsville, AL 35894-0001
contact John Smith 205-430-5364 or (205)730-2000
PC software sold separately by Intergraph runs approximately 1-3K with specific hardware
upgrades available.
The bulk of Intergraph software runs on their workstations which cost between 10K and 30K
depending on options. The software pricing is variable and would depend on options selected.
Notes: A high end CAD/GIS running on sole source hardware, now migrating into compliance
with industry standards.
Microlmages, Inc.
201 North 8th Street, Suite 15, Lincoln, NE 68508-1347
contact Lee D. Miller (402)477-9554, (402)477-9559 fax
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ThePCversioncostsbetween4-6Kdependingon typeof graphicsresolution.The SGIversionis
1OKfor singleuserand30K for up to eightusersaccessingthesoftwarefrom onemachine.For our
assumedconditionsourcostwouldbeatleast$20 - 30K for PC-basedoperationsand$50Kfor SGI-
basedoperations.Thereis asoftwaredevelopmentkit availablefor 3K.
A localcontact(user)is HaroldPirtle (UAH professor)phonenumber:776-2478
PCl
contact Mary-Viv Lawson
2221 Peach Tree Rd., NE, Suite D 216, Atlanta, GA 30309
(404)377-2002, fax (404)377-0906
Hardware: SGI or PC with Imagraph software: would be done as two licenses, which would run on
six machines. To obtain source code with executables, double the cost of the individual components.
Software: Cost for five "seats"
basic package 12K
tape I/O 2.75K
multilayer analysis 2.75K
terrain analysis 2.75K
radar analysis 6K FFT 2.75K
atmospheric Correction 2.75K
programmers tool kit 2.75K
support 2.75K
Total Software Cost 37.25K
Notes: A full-featured system. A Canadian company.
Terra-Mar
1937 Landings Drive, Mountain View, CA 94043
contact David Butts (415) 964-6900
For the PC software a total package (including hardware display card update) and Microlmage soft-
ware will run IlK.
For the SGI workstations, the license on a server costs 18K and each "seat" would cost 3.7K each.
The total cost for five seats with the software tool kit (3.5K) would be 40K.
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